ID
Name

Refresh

Aster

Gray fur with white paws, thick white whiskers

ASPECTS

CORE SYSTEM
SKILLS
Superb (+5)

High Concebt
Lionhearted
Warrener

CHARACTER SHEET

2

Describtion

Trouble
Condescending
"Sensei"

Great (+4)

Takes Responsibility

Good (+3) Fight
Fair (+2) Empathy

Second Sight

Notice

Average (+1) Anthropology Athletics

Will
Physique

Provoke

EXTRAS

STUNTS

LANGUAGES: Rabbit
HINDSIGHT/FORESIGHT: Sense important traumatic and emotional
events in the past/future of subject. Can be used actively (you roll) or
passively (GM rolls). Difficulty 1 to 4, set by GM. You are unaware of
your surroundings during the vision.
SEEKING: While holding something connected to subject, you can
track that subject w/Second Sight, ignoring most normal tracking
modifiers. Difficulty modified by -1 to +1 for strength of the connection.

DOMINANCE: Use Fight instead of Provoke to intimidate another rabbit
by "cuffing" their face.
RIPOSTE: If you succeed w/style on a Fight defense, you may inflict a
2-shift hit instead of taking a boost.
SEER VISIONS: Use Hindsight, Foresight, or Seeking on a living being
(not Hindsight), place, or thing. See rules, or summary at left.
STUNNING STRIKE: Once per scene, when your attack succeeds, you
may place the aspect Stunned on your foe with one free invocation.

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)
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MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1

2

3

4

CONSEQUENCES

2 Mild
4Moderate
6Severe

2 Mild
N/A

22 Mild
N/A
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Terrible

Poor

Mediocre
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Good

Great

Superb

Fantastic

Epic

Legendary

The Ladder
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Notes

Invoking Aspects

DecisionBased (PlayerDriven): “I have
aspect in
situation, so it
makes sense that I’d decide to
.
This goes wrong when
happens.”

EventBased (GMDriven): “You have
aspect and are in
situation, so it
makes sense that, unfortunately,
would happen to you. Damn your luck.”

(Gives you 1 FP for the complication.)

Compelling Aspects

• Reroll all your dice after rolling, or
• +2 to your skill roll after rolling, or
• +2 to a friend’s roll after rolling, or
• +2 to passive opposition vs. an action.

(Usually costs 1 FP, but some invocations are
free. May spend FP on multiple aspects and
stack unlimited free invocations.)

Rules Summary for Fate Core
Four Types of Actions
Overcome: Get past an obstacle
Create an Advantage: Invoke an aspect for free.
Attack: Harm another character.
Defend: Block attacks or advantages against you.

Four Possible Outcomes
Fail: Fail or succeed at a major cost.
Tie (0): Succeed at a minor cost.
Succeed (12): Succeed at no cost.
Succeed with Style (3+): Some extra benefit.

Spend Fate Points (FP) to:
• Invoke an Aspect (see right)
• Power Certain Stunts (the stunt will say so)
• Refuse a Compel (pay instead of earning one!)
• Declare a Story Detail (add something to the
narrative justified by one of your aspects)

